
【Motomachi Area】
Kobe Plaza Hotel
Kobe Port Tower Hotel
Kobe Meriken Park Oriental Hotel
Hotel Okura Kobe
Kobe Motamachi Tokyu REI Hotel
Hotel La Suite Kobe Harborland
Kobe Minato Onsen Ren

【Mt.Rokko and Mt.Maya Area】
Hôtel de Maya 

【JR Kobe - JR Hyogo Station Area】
Kobe Harborland Onsen Manyo Club
Hotel Crown Palais Kobe
Kobe City Gardens Hotel
Kobe Luminous Hotel
Hotel Sunroute Sopra Kobe Annesso

【Artificial Islands Area (Port Island and Rokko Island) 】
Ariston Hotel Kobe
Kobe Portpia Hotel
Hotel Pearl City Kobe
Kobe Bay Sheraton Hotel & Towers 
Hotel Plaza Kobe

【Arima Onsen Area】
Arima Kirari Hotel
Arima Royal Hotel
Kadonobo
Kinzan
Ginsuiso Choraku
Spa Terrace Shisui
Gekkoen Korokan
Gekkoen Yugetsusanso
Arima Grand Hotel
Nakanobo Zuien
Hyoe Koyokaku
Mint Resort Inn Arima *Currently Closed
Ikenobo Mangetsujo *Currently Closed

【Nishi-Kobe and Kita-Kobe Area】
Kotobukiro Rinsuitei
Suma Kanko House Ajitoyado Kagetsu
Seapal Suma
Maiko Hotel *Currently Closed
Seaside Hotel Maiko Villa Kobe
Hotel Setre Maiko Kobe
Kobe Seishin Oriental Hotel
Kobe Hotel Fruit Flower
Kobe Tenku Resort Minotani Green Sports Hotel
SETRE Kobe Maiko

【Sannomiya Area】
Oriental Hotel
Kitagami Hotel
Kobe Sannomiya Union Hotel
Kobe Sannomiya Tokyu REI Hotel
the b Kobe
Sanside Hotel
Kobe Luminous Hotel Sannomiya
Hotel Via Mare Kobe
Hotel Sunroute Sopra Kobe
Kobe Tor Road Hotel Sanraku
Hotel Piena Kobe
Hotel Monterey Kobe
Hotel Monte Hermana KOBE AMALIE
Hotel 1-2-3 Kobe
Daiichi Grand Hotel Kobe Sannomiya
Sotetsu Fresa Inn Kobe-Sannomiya

【Kitano and Shin-kobe Area】
ANA Crowne Plaza Hotel Kobe
Green Hill Hotel Urban
Green Hill Hotel Kobe
Kobe Kitano Hotel
Hotel Isago Kobe
Hotel Kitano Plaza Rokkoso
Peanuts Hotel

[Night Exploring in KOBE] is Published by Kobe Tourism Bureau　Chuo-ku Kobe, Hyogo, 650-0046, Japan　Directed by Time & Place inc. 　Editorial Director:Isao Hashimoto　Art Director:Masayuki Motoi
＊The prices include tax. 　Disclaimer: All information contained in this brochure is based on data as of June 2019, and is subject to change without notice. 

Hotel & Ryokan List

Rediscovering Japan and town you’ve never seen . Exciting night out around Kobe.   

Arima Onsen
2 days / 1 night trip to indulge yourself in 
the hot spring plus fabulous food 

Mt.Rokko
A must-see place when you visit Kobe -- One of the
new top three night view cities in japan!

Harborland
Iconic resort area of Port town Kobe

Late Night Eat & Drinks

Night Exploring in

TAKE FREE!!KOBE

Check our Feel KOBE+(plus) website! https://plus.feel-kobe.jp/en/[Night Exploring in KOBE] is also available on the Official KOBE Tourism Website.

Scan QR code 
for 

hotel & ryokan
list.

KOBE MAP

Kansai
International 

Airport
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Sannomiya Area ●

Arima Onsen Area●
Mt.Rokko Area ●

Harborland●

Namba

Osaka

Bay Shuttle
(30min.)

Kintetsu -Namba
Line(45min.)

Bus(75min.)

JR Line(92min.)※Transfer at Osaka Stn.Access to Kobe

Arima Onsen Area

Mt.Rokko Area

Sannomiya AreaHarborland 
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Impressive Night  in Kobe
Spectacular night views, Japanese traditions and atmosphere, dynamic energy 
Astonishing varieties of expressions you can see at night in Kobe.  

Why Kobe always remains fascinating to 

the whole world is because of its rich 

historic and cultural heritage.  

Especially at night, Kobe’s charms grow 

even more and invite its visitors to colorful 

experiences in the City.

Spectacular Night Views from “Kobe Harborland” （P10-11）

 “Minato Kobe Fireworks Festival” 

“Nankinmachi” - one of the three main Chinatowns in Japan

Lighted up weeping cherry trees in “Shiawase-no-mura” Sunset from “Rokko Garden Terrace” （P8-9）

“Ten million dollar night view” 
spread dynamically just below your eyes

Fun jazz night out in Kobe（P12） “The Former Foreign Settlement” area displays
 stylish historic architectures standing in lines

“The Former Foreign Settlement” area displays
 stylish historic architectures standing in lines

 The “Yumoto-zaka” slope in the Arima Onsen or Arima Hot Spring（P4-7）

 “Akashi Kaikyo Bridge” connecting Kobe 
and Awaji Island 

 “Luminarie” ‒ coloring the winter scene of Kobe “Luminarie” ‒ coloring the winter scene of Kobe ©Kobe Luminarie O.C.©Kobe Luminarie O.C.



Arima Onsen

Day.1
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Check in!

Next!

OsakaTanigami

Arima-guchi

Arima Onsen

Subway / 11min.

Kobe Dentetsu
Total 17min.

JR Line / 20min.

Bus / Approx. 45min.

Bus / 60min.

Sannomiya

Check the Movie!

4

2 days / 1 night trip to indulge yourself in 
the hot spring (good for your skin) plus fabulous food  

Enjoy a full Japanese kaiseki cuisine and hot spring experience 
with a serene night view of the hot spring town.  

W i t h  i t s  7 0 0  y e a r s  o f  a n c i e n t  a n d  
honorable origin, the Ryokan (inn) is one of 
the first operated hot spring spas in Arima. 
It naturally suggests a long passed down 
heritage of Japanese hospitality welcoming 
gesture and promises its guests a time of 
indulgence with “Kinsen” (hot water of 
gold) in a variety of tastes of bathrooms. 
Your taste buds will surely thank you for 
beautifully presented local delicacies of 
Hyogo prefecture. Your heart and soul will 
experience total indulging moments. The 
Ryokan offers various stay plans for your 
favorite leisure time. 

Address : 1904 Arima-cho, Kita-ku, Kobe 
Phone : 0120-400-489
Check in : 14:30,  Check out :11:00
Access: Approx. 5min walk from 
Arimaonsen Station (Kobe Dentetsu Line)
HP :/www.hyoe.co.jp/english/

Strolling and exploring Japan’s 
traditional town begins with a 
“Footbath” (Ashiyu) to warm 
your heart and soul

Arima hot spring town district

Arima Onsen district is a small compound 
of Ryokans,  shops and restaurants 
alongside streets on a gentle slope. Visiting 
the seven hot spring sources spread 
around the town at various locations gives 
additional treats for Arima visitors. Upon 
arrival to the town after a journey on buses 
or trains, you may want to relax first with 
your feet soaking in the Footbath before 
finally setting off to explore this exciting 
town. You may find local specialties such 
as the especially famous “Tansan Senbei” 
(Carbonic Acid Onsen Rice Cracker) just 
right for a mouthful companion during 
your town exploring.

The Footbath next to the main 
public bath “Kin no yu” (the hot 
water of Gold) is open 
8:00-22:00. Closed on Tuesdays.

The Footbath next to the “Kin no yu” is available 
free of charge. Just a short period of soaking 
makes your feet and body warm and cozy.

You can even drink hot spring water at “Taikosen” fountain inside the 
“Kin no yu” public bath. The feed water inlet of Taikosen hot water is 
curiously gourd-shaped. 

One of the seven Arima hot 
spring sources “Tenjinsengen” 
is located inside the Arimatenjin 
shrine precinct. Hot spring 
sources are rarely located at 
sacred places like shrines.  

After  sunset,  this  hot 
spring town wears a more 
traditional atmosphere -- 
as if you had time traveled 
to good old Japan.  

Let’s stroll alongside the Arima 
River, enjoying the sunset, the 
breeze and the sound of the stream.

Different types of guest rooms are waiting for 
you - room with a view of the surrounding 
Arima mountains or a beautifully maintained 
Japanese garden, and also a room with Roten 
outdoor hot spring facilities. 

The Arima Onsen is known as the oldest hot spring in Japan. Unique in all the world, it 
contains seven elements which are effective for smoothing your skin. The Onsen town 
district has Japanese style hotels called Ryokan, in which guests can enjoy the finest hot 
spring in a bath tub prepared for family use. Such prided Kobe gourmet food as the Kobe 
beef will also make your trip exciting.  

Pamper yourself in the flavor and feelings of the Japanese four seasons, and spend a sensuous and 
romantic night at the authentic Japanese Ryokan.

Hyoe Koyokaku 

Just a short period 
of soaking 

makes your feet 
warm and cozy. 

Feel the air of timeless Japan in an old hot spring town. We serve 
Japanese tea 

and confectioneries. 
Please make yourself 

at home

Ideal for trekking From the Arima Onsen 
distr ict  you can walk  
directly to the Mt. Rokko 
hiking courses, a major 
trekking location in the 
Kansai region. Here you 
can enjoy the luxury of both 
the hot springs and the 
nature of the mountains. 
You can get the items you 
need in the downtown area 
in a store called “mont-bell 
room Arima”.
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Arima Onsen

Day.2

Brunch!

Onsen&
Dinner

Visiting the Onsen-ji( temple:Left) at the heart of the town. Try out the local takeaways at the souvenir shops 
(Center), walking down the lane alongside the Arima River (Right) . 

Chef’s recommendation “Yukemurimushi” (3,300 JPY set menu) serves bamboo 
steamed Kobe beef and vegetables, Kamameshi (cray pot rice) and one side dish. 
This menu is all you can have for Hyogo local specialties. 

Start with Aperitif, Hassun (seasonal appetizer), Wan (Japanese broth), and then 
Konabe (small pot), which follows each for an amusing seasonal presentation! You 
simply cannot stop eating!

Pure Japanese architecture 
with serene ambiance makes 
you feel cozy.

Share your exotic moments 
with friends and families via 
SNS. Your personal gourmet 
report away from home.  

Stunning Japanese experience 
in your personally booked 
room. Kindly make reservations 
before your visit.  

The Ryokan proudly serves the seasonal 
Kaiseki cuisine full of local delicacies. 
Guests can taste it either in their own 
guestroom or at the restaurant, according 
to the stay plan they have chosen. 

There are three distinctively bathrooms in the 
Ryokan, which are named Ichi no yu (the first 
bath), Ni no yu (The second) and San no yu (the 
third) respectively, for guests to enjoy to their 
heart’s content the well-known Arima Onsen hot 
spring source “Kinsen” (the hot water of Gold).

Arima Geiko performance 
brings you the profoundness of 
Japan’s Onsen town.
In Arima, there have been female entertainers 
called “Yuna” who mainly compose Tanka 
poems and play Japanese chess, then later they 
became more sophisticated artists called Arima 
Geiko who perform at seasonal events in town.  
Spending a merry night at “Ozashiki Asobi” (play 
with Geiko) is another unforgettable experience 
for you. The reception at Ryokans will arrange 
those “Ozashiki Asobi” with professional Geikos 
who perform Japanese dancing, Japanese 
classical and ballad singing and traditional 
festive music. Duration of a performance is 
normally two hours and is extendable for every 
half an hour. You can also meet those Arima 
Geikos if you visit Geiko cafe “Ito” . At this 
unique and most popular cafe in Arima, Geikos 
wear Kimono and serve drinks for you.  

Enjoy seafood from Awaji Island 
and mouthwatering Kobe beef at the same time.

This restaurant is a must go for Arima 
visitors. It is an unforgettable experience 
with fresh seafood from Awaji Island and 
clay pot rice cooked with rich harvest from 
the mountains and more. These ex-Ryokan 
premises hold nostalgic ambiance for 
Japanese and also charm foreign visitors.

Address : 839-2 Arimacho, Kita-ku, Kobe
Phone : 078-903-1550
Open: 11:00 - 20:00 (Last Order 19:00)
Closed : Tuesdays
Access : 5 min. walk from Arimaonsen Station 
(Kobe Dentetsu Line)
HP : /www.umemaru.net/kutsurogiya/

Ari Kamameshi 
(Clay Pot Rice) Kutsurogiya 

Overnight in the Ryokan 
enjoying the Arima 
“Kinsen” and Kobe Beef!

Every dish 
presents a 
different 

expression

Hard to resist 
for SNS photo 

uploading 

Walking around Hot Springs town and enjoying local specialties.



Mt.Rokko
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Kintetsu-Osaka-Line / 38min

Hanshin-Line
25min

Osaka
Umeda

Hanshin-Umeda

Kintetsu-
Osaka Namba

Rokko-Cable
Sanjyo

Rokko-Cable
Shita

Rokko

Rokkomichi

Mikage

JR-Line
23minKobecity Bus

About 10min

Hankyu-Line / 30min

Check the Movie!

Panoramic view 
of the ocean 
between the 

green forest trees

Chatting with 
the other 

customers 
is also fun.

Approx. 10 minutes journey through 
green forest to the top of the mountain.

Rokko Cable Car

The Gateway to Mt. Rokko connects 493.3m difference in 
height in about 10 min. The cable car runs through rich 
forest and clusters of highland plants alongside the 
window. Its operation started in 1932, and currently the 
third-generation cars transport people down and up on Mt. 
Rokko. The nostalgic old-fashioned train cars liven up the 
atmosphere with excitement. After arriving at the Rokko 
Cable Sanjo Station, a number of sightseeing facilities, 
including gardens and museums, are accessible for those 
who take the Rokko Sanjo Bus. 
Address : 8-2 Nishiyama, Takaha, Nada-ku, Kobe (Rokko Cable Shita 
Station)　Phone :  078-861-5288　Operating Hours : 7:10 - 21:10
Tickets :  Adult （one way 590 yen、round trip 1,080 yen） Children　
(one way 300 yen、round trip 540 yen) ※Round trip tickets valid for 
two days from purchase　Holidays : 365 day operation
Access : Take Bus (Kobe City Bus No. 16 ) from Hankyu Rokko Station 
(Hankyu Line), JR Rokkomichi Station (JR Line)  and Hanshin Mikage 
Station (Hanshin Line)
HP : www.rokkosan.com/cable/

Breathtaking sunset and spectacular night views 
from one of Japan’s best viewing spots

Rokko Garden Terrace

Just a 9 min. Sanjo bus trip from the Cable Sanjo Station brings 
you to a spectacular viewing spot from which the panoramic 
Kansai International airport can be seen across the Osaka bay 
through the Osaka city areas and to the Akashi Kaikyo on your 
right. Several more viewing spots are within the same area as well 
as cafes and restaurants. Dinner with the fantastic night view 
through the windows is definitely a prime recommendation. Best 
timing of the day for a sleek night out starts at sunset for the night. 
Breathtaking view definitely carries you away. 
Address : 1877-9 Gokaiyama, Rokkosancho, Nada-ku, Kobe 
Phone : 078-894-2281　Open : 9:30 -21:00  ※Subject to change depending on 
season, weather and weekday or weekend.  Also varies depending on shops or 
restaurants. 　Closed: Open all year around *Subject to change depending  on 
season　Admission : Free. 300 yen per person only for Rokko Shidare　
Access : Take Sanjyo Bus from Rokko Cable Sanjyo Station and alight at Rokko 
Garden Terrace　HP : /www.rokkosan.com/gt/

Have some Kobe-brewed original Sake from the 
two well-known brewery places - the “Uozakigou” 
and the “Mikagegou”

Gingitsune

Located at Shisuikan within Mikage Market across from the Hanshin 
Mikage Station, Gingintsune is a casual standing bar for Sake lovers. This 
popular Sake bar serves a large sake selection from “Uozakigou” and 
“Mikagegou”, both of which are local Kobe brewers. These two breweries 
are part of five “Nada Gogou” (Nada Five Breweries) which lie scattered 
along the seaside area from Kobe City through to Nishinomiya City.
Address : 4-12-17 Mikagehonmachi, Higashinada-ku, Kobe　Phone : 078-855-7727
Open : Open 365 days. 16:30 - 23:30 (Sundays: 15:00 - 22:00)
Access : 3 min. walk from Hanshin Mikage Station (Hanshin Line)
HP : /caffe-neutral.com/gingitsune/

The Mt. Rokko’s number one viewing spot 
for a “Ten million dollar night view”

Tenran Observatory

Walking up the staircase after getting off 
the cable car at the top of the Rokko Sanjo 
Station, you will find a panorama observatory 
for looking down on the vast area of Osaka, 
Wakayama and Kobe from left to right. The 
view is so fantastic that it has now been 
registered for Japan Night View Heritage. 
Of course the daytime view shining under 
the sun also is marvelous, but the night 
view is just so breathtakingly beautiful, it 
leaves the visitors speechless. Why not also 
enjoy Kobe cuisine at “TENRAN CAFE” 
along with the view. 

Address : 1-32 Ichigaya, Rokkosancho, Nada-ku, Kobe　
Phone : 078-861-5288　Open : Open 365 days. 　
Observatory : 7:10-21:00 (To be extended for summer 
time)　TENRAN Café: 11:00 - 20:00 *Subject to change 
depending on weather, please check the website for 
further details Subject to change depending on weather 
Admission : Free of charge 　Access : Rokko Cable Sanjo 
Station　HP : www.rokkosan.com/tenrandai/

Classic type of traditional 
coloring red and green called 
“Festive color”. Another 
variation of coloring for 
nostalgic atmosphere

Have a dessert platter of four confectioneries  
or Tiramisu of Tanba black soy beans in 
Granite style at Granite Cafe. With a fantastic 
night view of entire Kobe and Osaka. 

The panorama of sparkling Kobe even brightens up 
the night sky. Stars twinkling so close that it seems 
as though you could just reach out and touch them.

Variety of food menus such as fresh Sashimi and Kakuni (Braised Pork) just 
perfectly matched to your Sake tasting. A one-glass serving of Sake starts from a 
reasonable price of just 370 yen. 

Plentiful Sake bottles 
displayed on the bar 

counter. Wines and 
overseas beers are also 

available.

Dynamic panorama night views from 
Observatory Tower 

Look for the sake-shaped red lantern hanging at the front. The cozy 
atmosphere makes a few drinks lead to a series of tastings and chatting.

“Rokko-shidare observatory” is another 
popular place to visit. As comfortable as 
being held under the big arms of a large 
tree and stunning LEDs lighted up with 
over 10 million different colors at night.

Breathe deeply of the 
fresh air in the forest 
from open decks.  

Michelin recommended 
mountaintop areas!

The “Michelin Green Guide Japan” is a 
guide that provides information for foreign 
tourists about tourist destinations and 
tourist facilities within Japan. In the Let’s 
Discover Hyogo WEB version of this Guide, 
it introduces starred facilities in the Mt. 
Rokko mountaintop area. Including the 
ones in the neighboring Mt. Maya, there are 
altogether five starred spots! Now, world 
renowned Mt. Rokko and Mt. Maya are 
symbolic tourist destinations in the Kansai 
region. There are a total of thirty starred 
spots within the city of Kobe.

A must-have pass 
for a visit to Mt. Rokko
A very popular tool for foreign 
tourists visiting Mt. Rokko is the 
“Rokko Tourist Pass”. With this pass 
you can take:  a round trip by Kobe 
City Bus No. 16 to the Rokko Cable 
Shita Station, a round trip by Rokko 
Cable Car, and a free ride anywhere 
within the Rokko Sanjo Bus routes, 
as well as many advantageous 
offers and entertainments in the 
mountaintop facilities. You can 
purchase this pass at the Kansai 
Airport “Kansai Tourist Information 
Center” etc. for 1,000 yen. 

A must-see place when you visit Kobe -- One of the 
new top three night view cities in Japan !
Mt. Rokko has been a leisure destination for over 100 years, and is a must-see 
place when you’re in Kobe. Up in the mountains, where you will be thrilled with 
one of the most listed top 3 “10 million dollar” night view spots in Japan, 
there are many spots, besides, that have been starred in the “Michelin Green 
guide”. You can also get to the Arima Onsen in a minute by ropeway!

Foreign
tourists

only



Harborland
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Check the Movie!

JR Line / 25min
Kobe Osaka

While the bartender originally made 
cocktails from an impressive wine cellar 
selection of over 300 bottles, the 
restaurant can simply be used as a bar. 

Tranquil time 
passing by 

Surrounded by 
sparking 

illuminations

Timelessness 
in breathtaking 

views 

Iconic resort area of Port town Kobe

The cruising “Cafe” with the fascination of the sea 

Kobe Sea Bus “Fantasy” 

“The Fantasy” is a cruise ship called cruising cafe and departs from Kobe 
port “Kamomeria”. The second floor of the ship has a very relaxing cafe 
where you can have coffee and sweets while looking out the window on the 
sea. During the 45 minutes on board, the ship lets you see the townscape of 
the entire city of Kobe, moving just under the roaring airplanes departing 
and arriving in the nearby Kobe Airport, passing giant ships on the dock, and 
more for a unique shipboard experience. 
Address : 7-1 Hatobacho, Chuo-ku, Kobe　Phone : 0120-370-764
Business Hours: 10:00 - 16:00 (Last ship departure) ※additional service depending on 
the season or weekend/weekday　Open : 365 day operation　Closed : irregular  
Fare :  Adult: 1,300yen, Junior High & High school student/over 60 years old: 1,100yen, 
Children 650yen

Finest Italian dinner prepared with Kobe produced foods, 
at a luxurious table overlooking Kobe Harbor

WOOL Kobe Harbor

A true place for the best night view, the restaurant’s Harbor view tables are 
set for you inside this elegant Italian restaurant. The luxurious atmosphere 
even causes you to develop a taste for their proud menu selection carefully 
prepared from Kobe beef, Akashi seafood and locally grown fresh 
vegetables. This place perfectly produces that “special” night with the 
original cocktails created by their bartenders, and anniversary course 
menu among other surprises.  
Address : Culmeni 18th flr., 1-5-7 Higashi Kawasakicho, Chuo-ku, Kobe
Phone : 078-366-3817　Open: Dinner 17:00 - 24:00 (also open 11:30 - 15:00 for Lunch 
except Monday or the following holidays), till 24:00 for Saturdays & day before holidays, 
till 22:00 for Sundays & holidays)　Closed : Irregular　Access : 7 min. walk from JR Kobe 
Station (JR Line)　HP : /kobe-wool.com/

Kobe is known as Japan’s representative port town. You 
can feel it especially in the Harborland area. You can enjoy 
a variety of activities in this area, including cruising, 
shopping and dining, especially the sparkling atmosphere 
in the evening and at night. 

The red “Iron Beauty” rises over the water

Kobe Port Tower

Kobe Port Tower has another fancy name “Iron Beauty” from its 
unique and graceful looking Tsuzumi drum shape. The red tower 
rising alongside the Kobe port has been a symbol and loved for over 
50 years. An elevator brings visitors to each of the five stories of 
observatory floors where they look down a 360 degree panorama 
from the mountain side to the ocean.  There is the roating Japanese 
sake lounge on the third floor, and the visitors can appreciate the 
spectacular view of the Kobe port at sunset and in the evening.
Address : 5-5 Hatobacho, Chuo-ku, Kobe
Phone : 078-391-6751　Open: Open 365 days. 9:00 - 21:00 (until 19:00 
December to February) Last admission is half an hour before closing time.　
Admission : Adult 700 yen　　Children 300 yen　Access : 15 min. walk from 
JR Kobe Station (JR Line) or Motomachi Station (JR Line)
HP : /www.kobe-port-tower.com/

Feel the history of Kobe Port while walking 
along the wood deck.

Area of 
Brick warehouses

Around the wood deck, sitting behind the Harborland 
area, there remain nostalgic brick warehouses from the 
1890s and other historical buildings. Strolling after 
dinner, this area is also romantic, as it is all lighted up 
with illuminations at night. The sea breeze and the port 
town’s serene night view are just unforgettable.
Address : 1-5 Higashi Kawasakicho, Chuo-ku, Kobe
Open : Open 365 days. Anytime for walking around. 
Access : 7 min. walk from JR Kobe Station
HP : /www.harborland.co.jp/

Gourmet and shopping complex 
for fun night out

Kobe Harborland 
umie

Restaurants, shops and amusement facilities are all in one 
for this large commercial complex. From “umie Mosaic” 
seaside, giant ships are just before your eyes, and even the 
Kobe night views. The variety of cafes allows visitors to take 
out drinks after shopping and spend their time relaxing on 
the deck of Uminohiroba in the open area. 
Address : 1-7-2 Higashi Kawasakicho, Chuo-ku, Kobe
Phone : 078-382-7100　Open : Open 365 days. 10:00-21:00, Restaurants 
11:00-22:00, Mosaic Ferris Wheel 10:00 - 22:00 ※Partially varied 
depending on shops　Admission : Free of charge, except for Mosaic 
Ferris Wheel 800 yen　Access : 5 min. walk from JR Kobe Station
HP : /umie.jp/

Red shining Port Tower 
after sunset among 
beautiful port illuminations

Night view of the harbor spread before 
your eyes in the Mosaic Uminohiroba . 
Panoramic night view from “Mosaic 
Ferris Wheel” is a must see. 

The finest time having 
coffee on sunset cruise

Dinner and night views--the 
precious combination brings 
contentment to your heart.

The drawbridge on the cove at Harborland open space illuminates 
with 1,700 light bulbs.

Zelkova trees lined up along Kobe streets, 
illuminated by gas lights and stretching from 

Kobe station to Harborland.

The grilled Kobe Beef Sirloin steak(plate 
shown at front of photo 5,800 yen per 
100g ) and Peperoncino using Kobe 
vegetables with Fresh Sea Urchin (plate 
shown at rear of photo 2,600 yen～).

The last ship of the 
evening gives you a 

view of the port town’s 
beautiful sunset.Capture the moment by taking photos, looking out on the ocean from the deck and 

more for this unforgettable cruise.

Dining Cruise from Kobe Port
Kobe Cruising with luxurious dinner is 
also available. Jazz and classic tunes on 
course dinner for “Concerto” and Japan’s 
biggest restaurant ship “Luminous 
Kobe 2” are both serving full course 
lunch and dinner on cruises.
Concerto／kobeconcerto.com/
Luminous Kobe 2／www.luminouskobe.co.jp

All the streets 
are lighted up 

with 
illuminations. 



Late Night Eat & Drinks
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From world renown Japanese Cuisine to famously mouthwatering Kobe beef. 
Kobe dining variety lineup of food culture.

Smoked Cheese and Awaji grown yellow onion, Conger eel stew 
and Arima Japanese pepper are the restaurant’s representative 
original Tempura. They offer a 3,800 yen course dish with five 
kinds of assorted tempura and six side dishes. 

Besides the flavorful simple Mori soba, their original soup soba using soybean milk attracts visitors. 

Originally arranged Soba and 
Tempura transforms traditional into sensational.

ISOGAMI FRY BAR  

Isogami Fry Bar’s original, colorful Tempura (480 yen per piece onward) tastes 
different from other tempura ingredients and sauces together in its crunchy 
sensation.After having your favorite a la carts, another recommendation would be 
Jyuwari Soba (made of 100% soba flour, 650 yen) as the final dish. Its soup for soba is 
made moderately sweet and makes a fantastic combination of the rich flavor of soba. 
All the menu items come with English instruction and photos for foreign tourists. 
Address : Kadomaru Bldg. 1st flr., 8-1-13 Isogami Dori, Chuo-ku, Kobe
Phone : 078-862-6080　Open : Open 365 days. Lunch: 11:00 - 14:30(Last Order) Dinner: 17:30 - 23:00 
(Food Last Order 22:00, Drinks Last Order 22:30)　Access : 7 min. walk from Sannomiya Station (JR, 
Hankyu, Hanshin Lines)　HP : Not Available

One of the popular cafe menus: handmade chiffon cake (550 yen) 
and Viennese Coffee (700 yen). Thousands of gramophone record 
collections are timelessly displayed beside the counter table.

The vibes of full volume life-like music 
transports you to another world. 

Jazz Cafe jamjam

Inside the cafe, the full volume of music can be 
naturally felt by your body. Among their 5,000 
gramophone records collection, visitors try a wide 
variety of Jazz music ranging from primary labels of 
the 40s to the present. At DJ event nights presented 
by the cafe master’s own performance, other 
Jazz-derived genres of music including Soul, Funk, 
and Club Jazz, among other delights of music fans. 
Address : New Moto Bldg B1, 1-7-2 Motomachi Dori, Chuo-ku, 
Kobe　Phone : 078-331-0876　Open : Noon - 24:00
Closed : First and third Mondays　Access : 3 min. walk from 
Motomachi Station of each line.
HP :/jazztownkobe.jp/spot/jamjam/

No chatting permitted around the speaker area called “listening seats”. Engross and indulge. 

Today’s fish plate (1,620 yen) 
among other set menus and 

courses. Let’s immerse ourselves 
in the silky, musical night. 

Enjoy Japan’s famous Kobe Jazz live while dining.

JAZZ LIVE & RESTAURANT SONE

Kobe is the origin of the Japanese style of Jazz. This live house and restaurant, 
situated at the entrance to the exotic Kitano area, inherits proudly the history of 
Kobe Jazz scenes and still presents a genuine atmosphere to Jazz fans in Kobe. 
Every night live jazz is held inside the 150 seat house, and the mood soars amid 
dining and drinks. Make yourself comfortable as long as possible. Daytime show 
“Sunday Afternoon Jazz Live” with 1,000 yen admission with drink amuses a wider 
range of fans while they are having a drink and enjoying a relaxing afternoon.
Address : 1-24-10 Nakayamate Dori, Chuo-ku, Kobe　Phone : 078-221-2055　
Open : Open 365 days. 17:00 -24:00  Jazz Live starts at 18:50
Access : Approx. 10 min. walk from JR Sannomiya Station, Hankyu Kobe-Sannomiya Station, 
Hanshin Kobe-Sannomiya Station.　HP : /www.kobe-sone.com/Jazz fans fill the seats from near the stage as opening time approaches.

Your choice of dining rooms 
ranges from a room with a 
night view to a tatami-matted 
Japanese style private room

（reservation required）.  

Supreme Japanese cuisine keeps alive 
the Ryotei (high-class restaurant) culture of Kobe.

Matsunoya

Matsunoya was established 100 years ago  and has operated as Ryotei ever since, and this 
long-established Japanese Ryotei house restaurant in Kobe has been attracting and pleasing 
historical figures from politicians to literature authors to well-known artists. Presently relocated 
in the Sannomiya Station area, they serve Kaiseki style courses  according to season in the style of 
modern-looking restaurant. Every one of their dishes surprises visitors, presenting to them the 
wonders of seasonal beauty through tastes of all kinds of ingredients and cuisine, produced by 
the skilled chefs’ unique  artwork and tradition. Please notice how those beautiful and precious 
traditional potteries and lacquer wares brighten up the magnificence of the total presentation.  
Address : Kobe Kotsu Center Bldg. 9th flr., 1-10-1 Sannomiyacho, Chuo-ku, Kobe
Phone : 078-333-0678　Open : Open 365 days. Lunch 11:00-15:00   Dinner 17:00-23:00(Last Order 21:30)
Access : Walking distance from JR Sannomiya Station or Hankyu Kobe-Sannomiya Station
HP : /www.matsunoya1917.com/

Kaiseki cuisine creates a stunningly replicated 
feeling of seasons on the plates. Price starts from 
4,320 yen for a Kaiseki course. 

The house is located 
along the Kitanozaka, 
Kitano’s main street.

Japanese style jazz originated here in Kobe. Indulge yourself at a jazz bar 
or a cafe in the city; relax with good sound, food and drink.Kobe Jazz

Washoku, which now draws attention worldwide, is an expression of the sense of Japanese beauty, 
valuing every taste of the best seasons for all things and ingredients. 
From casual dining such as Tempura or Soba, all the way to high class Kaiseki style courses, 
you can enjoy a diversity of food experiences here in Kobe. 

Japanese
Cuisine
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Seven dumplings for one person is 370 yen. The dumplings 
look too big to eat, but many order a second round.

The Gyoza place is located underneath 
the JR train overpass. Spot that red 
shop curtain with the irresistible 
smell of grilling dumplings.

Kobe style Gyoza Dumplings 
dipped in Miso sauce

Hyotan  Sannomiyaten

Nankinmachi is one of the three main Chinatowns in 
Japan. Locals in Kobe arranged Chinese Gyoza dumplings 
according to Japanese style. The Miso dip makes the 
Kobe style different from the usual Shoyu-based dip. 
Locals in Kobe loved this Gyoza place which is packed 
with children and adults every day, and only serves Gyoza 
and drinks! Sticky and filling juicy gyoza dumplings with 
Red Miso based minced meat is a total discovery.
Address : 1-31-37 Kitanagasadori, Chuo-ku, Kobe
Phone : 078-331-1354　Open : Open 365 days. 11:30-15:00, 
17:00-24:00 for Weekdays, 11:30-22:00 for Sat, Sun & holidays

One Yakiroi from 100 yen onwards. Somen noodle in a thick chicken broth 780 
yen and other various side dishes including potato salad with smoked eggs.

Japanese “Wa” ambiance 
inside the restaurant created 
by wood timber interiors. The 
night view is also enjoyable 
while sitting at the counter.

Sophisticated Japanese fowl dish 
“Yakitori” and Raw sashimi of 
locally grown homebred chicken

Niwatoriya Motomachiten 

Skewered grilled chicken (yakitori) is easy to eat, and the 
tastes and fatty parts vary depending on which part of the 
meat is served. This also varies, depending on each 
restaurant’s serving style. This restaurant uses locally 
grown Tanba Jidori chicken not only for grilled yakitori, but 
also for serving row Sashimi and Hot pot dishes for the 
experience of its delicate taste. Visitors enjoy a rich variety 
of chicken dishes inside a cozy and casual atmosphere. 

Address : Yasutaka Bldg. 10th flr., 3-3-5 Kitanagasadori, Chuo-ku, 
Kobe 　Phone : 078-333-8050　Open: Open 365 days 17:00 - 24:00 
(Last Order 23:00)　Access : Walking distance from Motomachi Station 
(JR Line, Hanshin Line)　HP : /niwatoriya.com/motomachi.html/

Looking out the windows, you feel like you are in a 
green forest. Cozy and relaxing ambiance with natural 
furniture and interiors.

As soon as you take a step inside, the 
greenhouse cafe lets you forget where you are. 

Au Cognac 690 yen, Showa style 
Omelet Rice 950 yen

Night Cafe feeling like the middle of a 
green forest

GREEN HOUSE 
Silva

So close to the Sannomiya Station in the middle of the busy 
streets, the Cafe provides peace and comfort as if you are in 
a green forest. Looking out the window you can see 
greenery and trees. Casual dining will satisfy your heart with 
Kobe style western dishes, pasta, and pizza. Sweets such as 
cakes and tarts are available even after midnight.
Address : 5-5-25 Kotonomocho, Chuo-ku, Kobe
Phone : 078-262-7044　Open : 11:00 - 24:00 (Food Last Order at 23:00, 
Drink Last Order at 23:30)　Access : 3 min. walk from Hankyu 
Kobe-Sannomiya Station, JR Sannomiya Staion, Hanshin 
Kobe-Sannomiya Station　HP : /www.green-house99.com/silva/

Fresh seafood from Akashi with 
Kobe brewed Sake. Another 
discovery for Kobe through the 
food culture. 

Very lively atmosphere excites you 
even from outside.

Popular bar for seafood and sake lovers

Ajihei

Kobe is blessed with fresh seafood. This bar produces local 
ingredients such as Tempura, Kushikatsu, Broth, and Grills and 
serves freshly caught fish from nearby Kobe. Kobe brews the tastiest 
Sake for those local delicacies. They also serve Kobe beef at a 
reasonable price.
Address :  Mikoto Bldg. 1st flr., 5-4-5 Kotonoo-cho, Chuo-ku, Kobe
Phone : 078-241-0927　Open: 17:00-25:00(Last Order 24:00) Closed: Year-end and 
New Year holidays　Access : Walking distance from Hankyu Kobe-Sannomiya Station, 
JR Sannomiya Station, Hanshin Kobe-Sannomiya Station　

They serve Kobe beef as a casual portion. Why not try it with fresh seafood.

Sophisticated Japanese ambiance created by stone-paved corridors.

The premier Kobe beef as a steak or grilled. 

Shingen

The restaurant selects the best products directly from the competition 
shows, and serves them proudly and at reasonable prices. How you eat 
them is never limited to Premium steaks and grills, but surprisingly, you 
can also have fresh beef sashimi or aged beef meat. Lots of Kobe beef 
lovers endorse the quality of the meat and appreciate the special menus 
serving unusual parts of meat if they are lucky.
Address : 4-1 Kotonoocho, Chuo-ku, Kobe　Phone : 078-230-2918
Open : Open 365 days.Lunch: 11:30 - 15:00(Last Order 14:30) till 14:30 (Last Order 
13:30）for Weekdays Dinner: 17:00 - 22:30(Last Order 21:30) 　Access : 3 min. walk from 
JR Sannomiya Station　HP : /www.shin-gen.com/

To start with everyone’s favorite set menu for the premier Kobe beef 
experience. 12,000 yen for 2-3 people share.

Private rooms or open tables are available 
just minutes away from Sannoomiya station.

The definite Kobe pride and symbolic figure in taste is Kobe beef. 
Renowned as the top brand among all the many branded cattle 
in Japan, Kobe beef are indeed the finest, taken from cattle 
that have been raised with ever so much care.Kobe Beef

We can’t tell you enough about the delights you can experience with food in Kobe. 
Feel the atmosphere of Kobe during your stay, from people around you enjoying 
yakitori or gyoza, cafe menus, or anything else for their everyday pleasure, and more.& More
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